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a b s t r a c t

The problem with predicting links in Online Social Networks (OSNs) is having to estimate the value of a
link that can represent the relationship between socialmedia users. The evolution of the OSN is influenced
by the structure of the social network and the interaction between the preferential behaviors of users that
have long converged by sociologists. However, conventional methods treat these behaviors in isolation.
Therefore, the roles of users’ historical preferences and thedynamic structure of the social network are still
not clear as to how these things affect the evolution of theOSN. Link prediction for newuserswhohave not
created a link or a small network is a fundamental problem in OSNs. To start creating social networks for
such users, these behaviors can be used to recommend friends and user consumption preferences. In this
paper, we propose novel direct and latent models to represent link prediction and a user’s consumption
preferences in an OSN platform. We also introduce a multilevel deep belief network learning-based
model for link prediction and a user’s consumption preferences to achieve high accuracy. To evaluate
the performance of our model, we elaborated several performance measures and used datasets from
Facebook, Amazon and Google+ to validate the accuracy. The result of our evaluation shows that our
proposed model provides significantly improved performance for link prediction and user preferences
over other methods.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, there is a large amount of information from social
media due to the explosive growth of OSNwebsites. In OSNs, social
connections such as follow-follower on Twitter, and Facebook’
friends play a significant role in users’ experiences and in the
achievement of the OSN. To facilitate the development of social
relationships between those who share similar activities, interests
or real-life ties, OSNs offer an online platform. Users can use social
media more often if the links of a user are well established. In
this manner, individuals can stay connected with others and learn
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about the social preferences of their online friends and acquain-
tances. In this way, an excellent link prediction is required in
order to permit OSNs to suggest valuable connections to users.
In particular, for a new user who has not made a connection or
has a small network, link prediction is considerably more critical
because it can be used to accompany companions so that new
users are able to create their social networks. For new users, a poor
prediction may dispirit when using the platform. The connection
is generally a mark with sign esteem that represents the type of
opinion from one user to another, for example, the expression of
support or contradict [1,2].

Linking in an OSN reflects the choice through individual prefer-
ences. As such, a link prediction method strategy can be produced
to discover individual preferences according to the current net-
work structure and available attributes of the individual. To reveal
and represent individual preferences, utility analysis is usually
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viewed as a standout amongst themost proficient tools. Regarding
utility analysis, to connect with others, by maximizing their utility
functions, individuals in a network are seen as intelligent agents
who can make decisions. The benefits that can be derived from
utility analysis were a key motivator in our developing a new link
prediction method which is presented in this paper.

Apart from creating social links behavior of OSN users, their
consumption preferences behavior that we must be taken into
consideration. Users’ consumption preferences behavior reflected
in user–user interactions, such as buying someproduct, consuming
of local food, etc. While individuals are faced with a dazzling array
of potential consumer products, discovering user preferences is
another task of behavioral prediction in an OSN platform. Individ-
uals are likely to consume products that are locally well known
among individuals with similar mentalities with similar consump-
tion histories. However, sociologists have long recognized that the
building of social bonds and the behaviors of users’ consumer of
products are not isolated [3]. Rather, their interactions lead to
the evolution of OSNs, which leads to dynamic changes in user
preferences and to the structure of the social network over time.
The effect of social influence indicates that the future preferences
of users are affected by the social network that surrounds themand
people associate with individual who have similar preferences in
the past.

According to themotivations outlined above, this researchwork
aims to accomplish the following contributions:

• Weexplore users’ behaviors in the OSNplatform and several
social features for link prediction and consumption prefer-
ences for new users who have not created a link or created
a small network.

• We propose a novel direct model to represent link predic-
tion and users’ consumption preferences in the OSN plat-
form.

• We also propose a novel latent model to represent link
prediction and users’ consumption preferences in OSN plat-
form.

• To achieve high accuracy, we propose a multilevel deep
belief network learning based model for link prediction and
user’s consumption preferences in the OSN platform.

• In addition, several performance matrices are elaborated to
validate the accuracy of our proposed method.

• To evaluate ourmethod using design performancematrices,
we used Facebook, Amazon and Google+ datasets. The result
of this evaluation demonstrates that our proposed model
has provides significantly improved performance for link
prediction and user preferences over other methods.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2,
we discuss related work on link prediction, user consumption
preference, and deep learning. In Section 3, we are present our
newmethodology to address link prediction anduser consumption
preferences in the OSN platform. In Section 4, we evaluate our
proposed model based on different performance metrics. Finally,
we present the conclusions of our research in Section 5.

2. Related works

2.1. Link prediction and user consumption preference

Link prediction In recent years, numerous strategies for link
prediction have been proposed. These strategies can be catego-
rized into different groups:methods based onprobabilisticmodels,
methods based on machine learning and methods based on simi-
larity.

The method based on similarity is the most used method for
link prediction. In this technique, each pair of nodes receives an

index, which is defined as the comparability score between the
two nodes. Based on the scores, all unobserved links are ranked,
and unobserved links linking more similar nodes are assumed to
have higher likelihoods of existence. Using fundamental topolog-
ical features, we can define the similarity of the node. If the two
nodes have correlated topological structures or more common
characteristics, then they receive a higher similarity score [4,5].
Many reviews have discovered generous levels of topical closeness
among people who are located near each other. For example, Luca
Maria Aiello et al. [6] studied the prediction of friendship in social
networks according to the presence of homology in three systems
that combine the join labeling web-based social networking with
OSNs. Structural similarity scores can be categorized into quasi-
local, global and local indices. The local indices only use informa-
tion about the neighbors of the nodes. Typical local indices in-
clude the resource allocation index, Adamic–Adar index, the index
of Preferential addition, the Hub Promoted index, the depressed
Hub index, the Leicht–Holme–Newman index, the Jaccard index,
the Sorensen index, the Salton index, and common neighbors [7].
Quasi-local indices usemore information than local indices. And do
not need global topological information. This type of index includes
the superimposed randomwalk, local randomwalk, and local path
index [7]. Global indices such as the Matrix Forest Index, Leicht–
Holme–Newman Index, and theKatz Index, need global topological
information [7].

In link prediction strategies, machine learning strategies are
also exploited. For link prediction in complex networks, a su-
pervised classification aggregation method has been proposed by
Manisha Pujari et al. [8]. A continuous-time regression model was
proposedDuyQ. Vu et al. [9]. Themodel can integrate time-varying
regression coefficients and time-dependent network statistics. In
the link prediction task, in order to use potential information in
a large number of unbound node pairs in networks, Zhengzhong
Zeng et al. [10] introduced a technique that consolidates semi-
supervised learning. Yu-lin He et al. [11] proposed a link-based
prediction algorithmbased on the set on the basis of aweighted av-
erage operator. In this method, to obtain final prediction scores for
information-based link prediction algorithms, the method assigns
weights to nine local algorithms and aggregates their results. Based
on optimization of ant colonies, an unsupervised structural link
prediction algorithm proposed by Ehsan Sherkat et al. [12]. Based
onmulti-resolution community sharing, Jingyi Ding et al. [13] have
proposed a technique for predicting potential links. Bolun Chen
et al. [14] proposed an approximate algorithm for predicting links
related to nodes of interest.

In recent years, some other methods that are based on multi-
relational networks and probabilistic models have been proposed.
Yang Yang et al. [15] proposed a probabilistic technique in het-
erogeneous multi-relational networks for link prediction. They
also presented an unsupervised learning technique for connection
expectation in heterogeneous systems. Victor Stroele et al. [16]
presented a technique that uses clustering approaches in multi-
relational social scientific networks for proving maximum flow
measurements. However, regarding link prediction, none of these
techniques in multi-relational networks take the influence be-
tween the different relationships. Whereas, for probabilistic mod-
els, a stochastic subject model for predicting the link on the graphs
assigned and assigned to the nodes proposed by Nicola Barbieri
et al. [17]. Their model predicts links and produces explanations
for each predicted link. Using a constraint-based genetic algorithm,
to detect human movement and advanced a method of labeling
human movement in a social network is presented by Fuyuan Hu
et al. [18]. However, in realworld applications, it is difficult to know
the distribution of the appearance of the links in advance which is
necessary in the probabilistic model.

User consumption preference: The behavior of the social link and
users’ consumption behaviors are not isolated, rather they have
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a mutually reinforcing relationship. More specifically, the social
influence hypothesis shows that individuals tend to associate and
linkwith other users who have comparative inclinations and prop-
erties, and the impact recommends that the connections between
users would assist influence users to carry on correspondingly
with their companions. Hence, the researchers contended that we
can use one sort of information data source for the rest of the
prediction assignment. Among them, the social recommendation
system uses information about the structure of the social network
to mitigate the issue of saving data in conventional referral sys-
tems [19,20]. Integrating users’ historical consumer preferences is
another way to suggest potential links between users. For more
accurate prediction of link, a technique to exploit users’ historical
preferences is proposed by Tang et al. [21]. They contended that
users with comparable historical interests will probably construct
social connections later on. Gong et al. proposed to argue the social
network in a network of social attributes, so that the attribution
of the node and the information of the social network could be
informed [22]. Nevertheless, all of these methods were based on
a static assumption about the OSN platform and could not be used
to model the evolution of OSNs.

2.2. Deep learning

With several levels of abstraction to learn data representa-
tions, deep learning is an approach that permits computational
models with numerous of layers of processing defined by Yann
LeCun et al. [23]. Deep learning is a model with more complex
training schemes and architectures compared to artificial neural
networks. Deep learning could several layers hidden with each
layer can have distinctive functions; whereas, a neural network
includes of an input, a hidden and an output layers. As compare
to traditional neural networks, deep learning training scheme is
different. To guarantee the strength of deep learning models, new
model parameters such as dropping out which specifies the extent
of neurons to be arbitrarily disregarded amid model preparing are
introduced.

For prediction and feature extraction, deep leaning can be used
in supervised and unsupervised ways to build a deep neural net-
work and an auto-encoder model. It takes a significant amount of
effort to transform the raw data into meaningful functionality to
guarantee the achievement of traditional machine learning proce-
dures. To extract features in other domains, unsupervised depth
learning has been widely used in an effective manner [24].

3. Proposed methodology

The purpose of this research is to consider a newly signed users
in OSNwho has created no social link or user who has created very
few social links. In general, users perform two types of behavior on
most OSN platforms in which they create social links and consume
products. Given a non-directed social network graph, we have
attempted to determine the users on the given graph towhich new
users will connect and will prefer the consumption of products. In
this section, we formulate the problem of link prediction and user
preferences and describe the solution.

3.1. Problem statement

In an OSN platform, there are usually two sets of entities: a set
of products P = (|P| = N) and a set of users U = (|U | = M). In
general, the consumption of a product refers to the interaction be-
tween a user and a product. Different OSN platforms have different
sets of products. In an OSN platform, most of the users engage in
both types of behavior, which leads to dynamic changes in social
network structures and users’ preferences over time.

Let G = (U, E) be a given non-directed OSN graph, where
U denotes a collection of existing users in the OSN graph, and E
defines the collection of edge e ⟨u, w⟩ that describes non-directed
links between users u andw, where u, w ∈ U . Generally, OSN users
provides other attributes related to their personal information,
such as place of employment, organization, college, city, and age.
Therefore, we created a vector of users’ personal attributes that
is represented as Q = ⟨q1 (u) , q2 (u) , . . . , qm (u)⟩. Apart from
attributes, all of the links of user u in a set of his or her friends are
gathered. This is represented as F (u) = {f |f ∈ U ∩ e ⟨u, f ⟩ ∈ E}. By
using the attributes vector Q and all links F (u), we can represent
an existing user u as a tuple u : ⟨q1 (u) , q2 (u) , . . . , qm (u) , F (u)⟩,
where some element of the tuple may have a value of null value.
This is because there is the possibility that user u does not have
all attributes or reveal set of his or her friends. There is no pre-
exist links are available for new users, usually, they are asked by
OSNs for providing personal information at the time of sign up.
Therefore, a new user s where no existing links (i.e., no friend
sets) and only attribute vector is available, can be denoted as tuple
s : ⟨q1 (s) , q2 (s) , . . . , qm (s)⟩. For selecting desirable users u ∈ U
from the set of existing users to construct a link by s, a candidate set
of existing users (i.e., J) is classified into two sets of de-linked users
(i.e., K ) and linked users (i.e., I); that is J = I ∪ K , where J ∈ U . It is
assumed that the users in the set I have a great probability for being
linked by s as compared with users in the set K . In the paragraph
below,we describe the problem of predicting linkswith newusers.

For a given OSN graph G = (U, E), where for every
user, a friend set and an attribute vector is defined as u :

⟨q1 (u) , q2 (u) , . . . , qm (u) , F (u)⟩, and J ⊆ U denotes a set of
existing user candidates, s : ⟨q1 (s) , q2 (s) , . . . , qm (s)⟩ represents
an attribute vector of given new user s, then prediction of users in J
with them, a linkmay not be created by s is labeled as K (de-linked-
users) and a link may be created is labeled as I (linked-users).

More precisely, we represented the two types of user behavior
each time t as two the matrices of a social link matrix St ∈ RMxM

and a consumption matrix P t
∈ RMxN . If user u consumes item e at

t , P t
ue represents the rating preference score; otherwise the value

is 0, which represents no preference over the time t . In the same
way, the value of Stuw is 1 if there is a connection between user u
and user w at time t; otherwise the value is 0.

3.2. Direct modeling for link prediction and user preference

Direct link predictionmodeling:Given a set J of existing users that
present friends and attributes, and a new user s who shares his or
her certain attributes of his or her profile, the basic idea exploits all
available information to define existing users from J as the linked-
users (I) who shows the similarity with sbecause many existing
works have verified that the probability of connecting people with
one another on OSN is depends on the similarity between them.
As such, we modeled the probability of the friend, that provides
a probability measurement of the creation of a link by s with
u ∈ J , by calculating their similarity according to their information
such as u’s friends’ attribute vector, u’s friend set, and s and u’s
attribute vector. A link prediction model that combines multiple
social features ωus to define the probability of friends is trained
by generating a set of training data. To generate a training dataset,
the information is gathered from several user pairs. Here, multiple
social features yi and label li are corresponded to each pair of users.
By default li is assigned the value of 0 only when li is assigned the
value 1 if a friendship exists between two users. To ensure that
the parameterized combination of social functionality describes
the connectivity model between users, we aimed to form a set of
x parameters using the dataset. By taking the social characteristics
parameterized by the trained x, e can calculate the probability of
friendship between u and s. Finally, using this probabilitymeasure,
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it is determined for the new user s whether u belongs to the
set K or I . Therefore, the optimization problem can be solved by
constructing the link prediction model as follows:

MinF (x) =
1
2

∥x∥2
+ ∂

o∑
j=1

αj,

{
αj ≥ 0
zi
⟨
x, yj

⟩
≥ 1 − αj.

(1)

Where j denotes the jth pair, o represents the total number of user
pairs, ∂ is a constant and αj (j = 1, . . . , o) are loose variables for
optimization.

Direct user preference modeling: The main motives for creating a
newconsumption record are as follows: In traditional collaborative
filtering [1] models assume that a user likes to consume products
that are locally popular among users who have a similar historical
consumer preference. Furthermore, the theory of social influence
suggests that users are likely to be influenced by the preferences
of neighbors of the social network to make decisions in preference
to consumption. We formulated user consumption preference as:

P t
ue = (1 − ϕu) g (u, e, t) + ϕuh (u, e, t) , 0 ≤ ϕu ≤ 1 (2)

where P t
ue signifies the expected consumption of user u to item e.

For each user, using non-negative parameter ϕu, and balanced the
functions h and g , which capture social influence and collaborative
filtering for the predicting consumption. The balance parameters
were customized and vary from user to user because users can
have their own decisions by balancing these two aspects. For ex-
ample, someusers prefer to receive suggestions about their friends’
consumption while others like to follow their own historical pref-
erences to make future consumption. Particularly, the function g
captures the predicted consumption score using user usage history
so that all collaborative filteringmodels like latent factormodels or
object-based collaborative filtering, can be applied [25–27].

Specifically, h (u, e, t) is a function that models the effect of
social influence on the consumer’s preference for the product e at
time t . The effect of social influence indicates the dissemination of
information on the social networks that lead people to consume
local popular objects among their friends. This effect has been
considered to be a foundation for many important social appli-
cations, such as maximizing social influence for viral marketing.
With this effect of direct social influence, the future preference of
the user on the product e is directly influenced by the historical
consumer accounts of the decisions of his social neighbors of the
same product:

h (u, e, t) =

∑t−1
t ′=1

∑
d∈V t′

u
Z t ′
deS

t
udP

t ′
ue∑t−1

t ′
∑

d∈V t′
u
Z t ′
deS

t
ud

. (3)

Where Z t
de is by default, equal to 0, and it will equal to 1 if d

consumes e at time t . Till t, u connects the set of users V t
u . S

t
ud

signifies the social influence of a pair of users depending on the
structure of the social network. We assumed that the strength
of social influence differs because the network structure dynam-
ically changes. Here we referred to the widely used Adamic/Adar
metric [28] to measure the proximity which varies with time as
follows:

Stud =
1∑

b∈V t−1
u ∩V t−1

d
log
(⏐⏐V t−1

b

⏐⏐) . (4)

3.3. Latent modeling for link prediction and user preference

Latent link prediction modeling: For the latent modeling of a new
user, we consider the information is available u’s friend set. The
link e ⟨u, s⟩ will possibly be generated if the friends of u and s
are similar. We call this relationship a latent relationship which is

created through s and the friends of u. If u’s friends have attributes
that are similar to s then one latent attribute link is formed.

Let us consider that existing user u has three friends e1, e2, e3
and e1 shares their college and company attributes with s. This
leads to two latent links among u and s. s also links to other friends
of u, (e.g., e2 and e3) through various attributes. We also assumed
that there may be many disconnections between the friends of
u and s over the attributes. In order to model the latent relation
betweens and u, we needed to quantify these latent links and the
disconnections between the friends of u and s. Usually, if there are
fewer disconnections and more latent links then there will be a
higher likelihood of being friends between s and u. Consequently,
we penalize the latent relationship if there is a disconnection and
incentive the latent relationship if there is latent link between s
and u. Based on this scheme, we computed the latent relationship
between s and u by b − ∂c , where ∂ is a parameter for penalizing
value, c and b are the number of disconnections and latent links .
As a result, we calculated the latent relationship score as follows:

ls =
1

1 + e−ϕ(b−∂c) . (5)

Where ϕ is an exponential parameter. For determining whether
e ⟨u, s⟩ will exist or not, the latent relationship score is important
when most of the features of s and u cannot be obtained and s
reveals only a few attributes.

Latent user preference modeling: For each item e and each user
u, the consumption preference of users’ behaviors at time t , latent
representation among them can be expressed as follows:

cp (P|X, Y ) =

T∏
t=1

M∏
u=1

N∏
e=1

γ
{
P t
ue|
⟨
X t
u, Ye

⟩
, ε2

P

}Z tue . (6)

Where, variance ϵ2 and mean ϑ , γ
(
ϑ, ϵ2

)
signify a normal distri-

bution. By default, Z t
ue is zero, which refers to an indicator variable.

At time t , if user u consumes an item e, then Z t
ue is equal to 1.

With the latent matrix X t at time t , X t
u ∈ RQx1 refers to the latent

consumption vector of u. In an item latent matrix Y ∈ RNxQ ,
Ye ∈ RNxQ represents the item latent vector. In the equation above,
to model changes in user preference, we assumed that the latent
matrix of users varies with time. Consequently, we can summarize
the latent preferences of the users in a matrix sequence of latent
consumption preference X =

{
X1, . . . , X t , . . . , XT

}
. Prior to the

latent variables, a typical approach is added to the limited observed
preference data to avoid overfitting. On the item latent matrix, we
added the zero-mean Gaussian as follows:

cp
(
Y |ϵ2

Y

)
=

N∏
e=1

γ
(
Ye|0, ϵ2

YE
)
. (7)

With limited consumption data, our objective was to model the
evolution of thematrixX of the latent consumptionmatrix of users.
For each user, social influence and previous latent consumption
preference influence u user’s future latent interest, which is illus-
trated below. As we used the latent representation of consumer
consumption interests, at time window t = 2, 3, . . . , T , we mod-
eled the two latent interest effects of each user as:

cp
(
X t
u

)
= γ

(
X t
u|X t

u,ϵ
2
YE
)

(8)

X t
u = (1 − ϑu) X (t−1)

u + ϑu

∑
ω∈γ

(t−1)
u

St−1
uω

N t−1
u

X (t−1)
ω ,

∀u ∈ X, 0 ≤ ϑu ≤ 1. (9)

Where, at time t − 1, St−1
uω indicates the influence of user ω to u,

and N t−1
u =

∑
ω∈γ

(t−1)
u

St−1
uω represents a normalization constant

on all the friends of u which guarantees that
∑

ω∈γ
(t−1)
u

St−1
uω

Nt−1
u

= 1.
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In a social space, the social influence score St−1
uω represents the

similarity of these two users. For each user, we describe a latent
structure factor F t−1

u , as it is likely to impose on users who have
a similar latent structure factor with a higher influence resistance
score. Thus, we defined the resistance influence score as follows:

St−1
uω = j

(⟨
F t−1
u , F t−1

ω

⟩)
=

1
1 + exp

(
−
⟨
F t−1
u , F t−1

ω

⟩) . (10)

Where, to limit the influence score between 0 and 1, we used the
logistic function j (a) =

1
1+ex(−a) . Initially, the social network has

not yet been set up at t = 1. As such, the latent consumption
preferences of each user are determined only by his or her own
consumption preferences without any social influence. Therefore,
we considered a zero-mean Gaussian distribution of the latent
vectors of the users. Thus, the latent consumption matrix is as
follows:

cp
(
X |ϵ2

X , ϵ
2
X1

)
=

X∏
u=1

γ
(
X1
u |0, ϵ2

X1E
) T∏

t=2

γ

(
X t
u|X t

u,ϵ
2
YE
)

. (11)

3.4. Multilevel deep belief network model

To address the link prediction and user consumption preference
prediction for the new user in an OSN platform, we used the
unsupervised learned Deep Belief Network (DBN). At the top of the
DBN link prediction and user consumption preference, we added a
linear output unit layer for class labels. A class label is represented
by each output unit and the output unit with the highest value
should be the sample’s label. At the bottom of the DBN, when we
input a sample vector ω, the output layer functions as a linear
classifier and the value is as follows:

DLi (ω) =

∑
Lj∈Ntop

ZjiLj. (12)

Where Ntop is the activation of the hidden layers of the upper
restricted Boltzmann machine in the DBN and Z represents the
weights between the output layer and Ntop. We computed the Ntop
as follows:

p (Li = 1|g) = δ

⎛⎝ρi +
∑

j

gjZji

⎞⎠ (13)

Where, ρi is the bias of hidden unit i, g
(
g1, . . . , gj, . . .

)
is the input

to the visible layer, and δ (y) =
1

(1+e−y)
. When we input a vector

L (L1, . . . ,Li, . . .) in the hidden layer, the binary state gj of each
visible unit was set to 1 with probability by:

p
(
gj = 1|L

)
= δ

(
Bj +

∑
i

LiZji

)
. (14)

WhereBj is the bias of visible unit j.
Then, at the input vector ω, the class label possibility is

p
(
label = DLj|ω

)
=

eDLj∑
i e

DLj
. (15)

By minimizing the entropy loss error as −
∑

jFjlog lj, this classi-
fier is learned; where, Fj and lj are the class label and the value
of predicted link. When we updated the weights of the output
layer, the unsupervisedDBNwas set to achieve better classification
performance.

4. Performance evaluation

In this section, we present the details of the data prepara-
tion, assessment metrics and evaluation of our methodology. We
considered three different methods that we compared with our
method based on different performance metrics.

4.1. Data representation and experimental setup

We selected two different real-world networks datasets, Face-
book [29] and Amazon [30], to evaluate the performance of our
method. Facebook’s dataset consists of Facebook’s ‘‘friends lists’’.
Using Facebook app, Facebook to collect this data. The dataset was
comprised of ego networks, profiles, and circle features. The data
set included eight ego networks, and each set of ego network data
consisted of friendships (non-directed links); IDs; and attributes,
such as occupation, current city, education, gender, etc. On the
other hand, the Amazon dataset consists of user comments on
Amazon products. We used 6 months of data to perform our
experiments. The dataset consisted of attributes like information
about users, products, user preferences, and ratings.

We use Google+ dataset [31] to identify the relationship be-
tween each user profile of Facebook and Amazon. Using the ’share
circle’ feature, the data are collected from users who have shared
their circles. The dataset consists of ego networks, circles and
profile features. To extract the common Facebook–Amazon users
fromGoogle+ and other two datasets, we examine Google+ profiles
to find out matched Facebook–Amazon users.

We learned our dataset and features using Naïve Bayes, C4.5,
and the Support Vector-based Classifier (SVC) classifiers [32,33]
to compare our method with other state-of-art methods. We ex-
tracted the features using the Python programming language and
learned in Matlab. We carried out our experimental analysis on an
Intel i7 3.40 Ghz system with 16 GB of RAM.

4.2. Evaluation metrics

To evaluate the performance of our proposed method, we used
the AUC score, precision, recall and F-measure performance met-
rics.

AUC score: To assess the quality of the results of user consump-
tion preferences and link prediction, we usually used the Area
under Curve (AUC) score. The AUC score is used for quantifying the
accuracy of a prediction method. We defined the AUC score for the
link prediction and the preference of user consumption as:

AUC =
(p + 0.5q)

r
. (16)

Where p is the number of times the existing links/consumption
preferences have a higher score, q is the number of times they score
the same, and r denotes the number of independent comparisons.

Precision: If n user pairs represent the existing edges in the
TH set of user pairs that have top-H maximum scores, then the
precision of the result is defined as

p-measure =
n
H

. (17)

Recall: In the network, if n existing edges is predicted by the
method from N number of existing edges, then the recall of the
result is defined as

r-measure =
n
N

. (18)

F-measure: The F-measurement can be defined based on the
p-measure and r-measure of a link prediction/ consumption pref-
erence result as

F-measure =
2x (p-measure) x (r-measure)
(p-measure) + (r-measure)

(19)

4.3. Link prediction performance

In this section, we provide the results of our two proposed
models for the prediction of the link. In particular,we call the direct
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Fig. 1. Comparison results of direct link prediction model.

Fig. 2. Comparison results of latent link prediction model.
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Fig. 3. Comparison results of direct user preference prediction model.

Fig. 4. Comparison results of latent user preference prediction model.

and latent prediction of the link introduced in Section 3 the Direct
Link Prediction (DLP) and Latent Link Prediction (LLP) methods.

In the task of link prediction, our goal is to classify potential
linked users. Due to the limitation of high performance resources,
it is very difficult to consider all the users as friend candidates
because the size of users is huge. So, we considered 200 negatively
linked users who are not connected to it until the window of
test time randomly. To select the high potential users linked to
each test user, we combined users that linked positively with
negatively coupled ones. We obtained the average results of all the
performance metrics by repeating each process 20 times. Figs. 1
and 2 show the comparisonmetrics of these link predictionmodels
on our datasets. The attribute dimensions were set to D = (2, 4, 6,
8, 10, 12). Based on the results obtained from the datasets, DLP
and LLP behaved better than other methods. Their performance
improvements were significant on all other models. On average,
the improvement of the F1-measure of DLP and LLP on the best
baselinewas about 10%–15%. The results empirically validated that
it is reasonable and efficient from an evolutionary point of view.

4.4. User preference prediction performance

To analyze the performance of our two proposedmodels for the
prediction of user preferences, we report the experimental results.
We named the direct user preference and latent user preference
models as the DUP and LUP models.

Figs. 3 and 4 show the experimental results of different models
on the datasets with the Historical Preferences (HP), Reception
Suggestions (RS), and joint vector JHR (by considering both HP and
RS) attribute vectors. We made several observations, which are

as follows: First, DUP and LUP work better than other methods,
which indicates the effectiveness of incorporating time and social
networking information for predicting user preferences. However,
DUP and LUP work well on this task on the HP attribute vector
in comparison with the RS attribute vector. The results show that
the user gives more preference to his or her own historical data
compared to suggestions from friends on a product. Second in JHR,
the proposed models offer superior performance over all others.
This shows that our proposed model is effective in predicting con-
sumer preference from an evolutionary point of view. On average,
the improvement of the F1-measure of DUP and LUP on the best
baseline was about 9–16%.

4.5. Joint prediction model performance

So far the evaluation results show that the level of accuracy of
the direct and latent prediction methods for link prediction and
consumer preference using multilevel DBN is superior to other
methods. To increase the accuracy of prediction by using our pro-
posed model, we joined both the direct and latent models of ‘CLP’
and ‘CUP’ for link prediction and user consumption preference,
and verified the accuracy of the prediction. Figs. 5 and 6 show
the results of joint model as well as other ones for link prediction
and user consumption preferences. In link prediction, CLP achieved
94% accuracy for the F1-measure at the attribute dimension of 12
and an AUC score of 0.945. On the other hand, in predicting user
consumption preference, CUP achieved 89% accuracy for the F1-
measure at an attribute dimension of 12 and a 0.901 AUC score.

Given the results of predicting social ties and consumer con-
sumption behaviors, we concluded predicting social network links
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Fig. 5. Comparison results of joint link prediction model.

Fig. 6. Comparison results of joint user preference prediction model.
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and consumer consumption behaviors are mutually beneficial.
From an evolving perspective, jointly modeling them would bene-
fit both tasks. From among our proposed models, CLP and CUP al-
ways provided the best performance. Compared with other meth-
ods, we concluded that our proposed model is more effective
and accurate for modeling the evolution of users’ consumption
preferences and link prediction behaviors. The final results of our
evaluation empirically demonstrate that our method has better
predictive power.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed novel models for the predic-
tion of links and users’ consumption preferences for new users
in OSNs. We proposed direct and latent representations that di-
rectly presume the users’ behaviors, which are represented by
their historical behaviors and latent observable behaviors, in order
to illustrate the evolution of user behaviors in OSN platforms.
To achieve high accuracy, we also proposed a multilevel deep
belief network learning approach. We evaluated and compared
our proposed model with Naïve Bayes, C4.5, and SVC methods
using real world datasets. For link prediction, CLP (i.e., a joint
direct and latent link prediction model) achieved 94% accuracy
for the F1-measure at the attribute dimension of 12 and an AUC
score of 0.945. CUP (i.e., joint direct and latent user consumption
preferencemodel) achieved 89% accuracy for the F1-measure at an
attribute dimension of 12 and a 0.901 AUC score for predicting user
consumptionpreferences. Our proposedmodel achieved about 10–
15% greater improvements over other methods.

For future work, we intend to try some other approaches for
multilevel deep learning and to try and find someother feature that
implies the values of user behaviors.
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